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Abstract. The mathematical model of machined workpiece by orthogonal turn-milling with ball-end 
milling cutter is established, which takes the effect of ball-end milling cutter eccentricity into account. 
The simulation steps and flow chart of the algorithm are also given in this paper. The relation between 
representative turn-milling parameters (feed per tooth) and machined surface micro-pattern has been 
ascertained, which provides evaluation mechanisms reference for surface micro-pattern in the turn-
milling affected by other machining parameters, the surface micro-pattern simulation is developed 
base on computer programming. The consistency of surface micro-pattern in simulation and 
machining experiment is verified, which is in the aspect of shapes and positions layout of peaks and 
valleys on the micro-pattern. This model is effective and feasible that it also can provide a basis for 
rational selection of cutting parameters in turn-milling. 

1. Introduction 

Turn-milling technology is an advanced machining method developed in 1980s[1,2].Instead of 
turning and milling, turn-milling can effectively utilize the existing cutters to process the workpieces 
of various materials, and realize the machining of various kinds of rotary parts and thin wall 
parts[3].The utility model has the advantages of high processing efficiency, high machining precision, 
long tool life, stable cutting, no chip breaking, and can finish the processing which is usually difficult 
to be realized by a single turning or a milling machine[4-6].  

The machined surface quality is an important part of the metal cutting theory. As the pioneer of 
turn-milling technology, Schulz H and Spur G [7] from the Institute of Machine Tools and Production 
Engineering of Darmstadt University, carried out the roller bearing test by turn-milling, the surface 
integrity, geometric accuracy and chip formation of orthogonal and axial turn-milling were mainly 
studied. In recent years, some scholars in other countries have studied the surface quality of turn-
milling. S.K.Choudhury and J.B.Bajpai[8] conducted the experiments for orthogonal turn-milling of 
mild-steel work piece with high speed steel milling cutters using planning of experiments technique 
to study the surface finish achieved. K. Arun Vikram and Ch. Ratnam[9] focused on effect of 
machining parameters on Surface Roughness (Ra) and Tool Vibrations (VIB) in manufacturing 
operational methods like tangential and orthogonal turn-milling processes. Single cut machining on 
A-axis of CNC Vertical Milling centre using HSS and carbide end mill cutters were adopted.Vedat 
Savas and Cetin Ozay [10] presented an approach for optimization of cutting parameters at cylindrical 
workpieces leading to minimum surface roughness by using genetic algorithm in the tangential turn-
milling process. Then they presented an approach for optimization of the effects of the cutting 
parameters including cutter speed, workpiece speed, axial feed rate, and depth of cut on the surface 
roughness in the machining of 100Cr6 steel with tangential turn-milling method by using genetic 
algorithm (GA) [11].Tangential turning-milling method has been determined to have optimum effects 
of cutting parameters on the machining of 100Cr6 steel. Lida Zhu,et al.[12]proposed an experimental 
study on the 3D chip morphology properties during orthogonal turnmilling of Al6061-T6.The effects 
of cutting parameters on turn-milling chip length and thickness were examined and discussed.In paper 
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[13],a new two-dimensional stability model for orthogonal turn-milling was established in which both 
variable cutting depth and crosscoupling of the structural mode are considered. The stability lobe 
diagram was obtained using the full-discretization method. Umut Karaguzel, et al. [14] defined the 
effect of the tool axis offset based upon geometrical relationships which were used to develop a 
mechanistic force model. 

As turn-milling is different from traditional cutting mechanism and application advantages [15, 
16], it is necessary to comprehend the surface roughness and its influence factors. In addition, during 
the cutting process, the common normal of the machined surface and cutter spherical surface passes 
through the center of the cutter spherical surface, then the phenomenon of interference over cutting 
is easy to monitor and cutting motion path is easy to control. In this paper, the experimental research 
on the cutting process of ball-end milling by orthogonal turn milling is carried out, and the 
mathematical model of its surface micro-pattern is established, the surface micro-pattern is simulated 
based on computer programming, which provides a basis for rational selection of cutting parameters 
in turn-milling. 

2. Mathematical Model for Orthogonal Turn-Milling by Ball-End Milling Cutter 

 
Fig.1 Mathematical model for orthogonal turn-milling by ball-end milling cutter  

Fig.1 shows the geometric mathematical model for orthogonal turn-milling cylinder by ball-end 
milling cutter.where  is the tool feeds in the axial direction of the workpiece, e	 is the tool 
eccentricity,  is the rotating angular speed of the workpiece,  is the rotating angular speed of 
the workpiece. Supposing that the workpiece does not move and the tool moves relative to the 
workpiece. The derivation is as follows. 

Firstly, the coordinate system O  can be obtained by rotating  angle around the 
 axis with the workpiece coordinate system O .The meaning of  in 	is orthogonal 

down milling, then the corresponding transformation matrix is ,which can be expressed as follows: 
cos	 sin	 0 0
sin	 cos	 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

                                         (1) 

Secondly, the coordinate system O  can be obtained by rotating π/2 angle around the 
 axis with the coordinate system O ,then the corresponding transformation matrix is 

denoted as .Finally, the coordinate system O  can be obtained by rotating π angle 
around the  axis with the coordinate system O ,then the corresponding transformation 
matrix is denoted as . After the above three steps transformation, each coordinate axis in 
coordinate system O  is consistent with the corresponding coordinate axis in tool 
coordinate systemO , the total transformation matrix of the orthogonal down milling by the 
ball-end cutter is denoted as T  and can be expressed as: 

T 	 T ∗ T ∗ T                                                                                (2) 

Compared with the orthogonal down milling, the mathematical model for the orthogonal up 
milling of ball-end milling cutter is only the opposite rotation direction of the workpiece, and the 
other processing conditions remain unchanged. Therefore, the workpiece coordinate system of ball-
end milling in orthogonal up milling O , can be rotated  angle around the Z axis to 
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obtain the coordinate system O , the meaning of  in  is orthogonal up milling. 
The corresponding transformation matrix T  can be represented in Eq. (3). 

cos	 sin 0 0
sin cos 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

                                                  (3) 

Secondly, after two coordinate changes, the coordinate system O  can be obtained 
by rotating π/2  angle around the  axis with the coordinate system O ,and the 
corresponding transformation matrix is denoted as . Finally, the coordinate system O

 can be obtained by rotating π angle around the  axis with the coordinate system O
,and the corresponding transformation matrix is denoted as .After the above three steps 

transformation, each coordinate axis in coordinate system O  is consistent with the 
corresponding coordinate axis in tool coordinate system O , the total transformation matrix 
of the orthogonal up milling by the ball-end cutter is denoted as T  and can be expressed as: 

T 	 T ∗ T ∗ T                                                                            (4) 
Therefore, the mathematical model for orthogonal down milling of ball-end milling cutter is 

represented by Eq. (2), while the mathematical model for orthogonal up milling is represented by Eq. 
(4). 

The coordinate origin of tool coordinate system O  in the coordinate system 	O
 are expressed as follows: 

	
∙ 																	
																							                                                                      (5) 

Where  denotes the tool feed along the workpiece axial,	  is the tool eccentricity, R is the tool 
radius,  is the workpiece radius before processing,  is the cutting depth,and t  is the time 
experienced from the start of the process to the current moment. 

The kinematic error of machine spindle can be taken into account in the simulation that allows the 
simulation results to be closer to reality. The kinematic error of machine spindle mainly includes 
rotational eccentricity and the axial movement of the rotating spindle. First of all, supposing that the 
radius of the eccentric circle of the rotating spindle is ∆D /2 ,and the axial drift amplitude is 
∆D /2 .Then considering the vibration error of the tool during the machining process, the 
transformation matrix of ball-end milling cutter center of orthogonal down milling or up milling in 
the O  coordinate system can be expressed[17]: 

1 0 0 ∙ ∆D ∙
∆ , ∙

0 1 0 ∆D ∙
∆ , ∙

0 0 1 ∆D ∙
∆ , ∙

0 0 0 1

                                         (6) 

Where ∆ ,	∆  are the initial phase angle of spindle rotational eccentricity and axial movement, 
respectively,	 ,  is initial phase angle of tool,and  is the angular speed of tool spindle. 

The transformation matrix of tool center axis offset relative to workpiece centerline is denoted 
asT , which can be expressed as: 

1 0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

                                                                           (7) 

In summary, when the ball-end milling cutter has a change of position in the turn-milling process 
and is affected by many factors, the coordinates of any point P  on ball-end cutter edge in the 
workpiece coordinate system O  can be derived as follow: 
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∙ ∙ ∙ ∙

1

                                                   (8) 

Where x, y, z  are the coordinates of any point on ball-end cutter edge in the workpiece coordinate 
system,	 u, v, w  are coordinates of any point on ball-end cutter edge in the tool coordinate system, 

 is the tool spindle tilt angle conversion matrix when milling mode is (There are four types of 
milling: push milling , pull milling L, down milling S and up milling N).  is the end blade type 
(y 1 represents the standard form,	y 2 represents the flat form,	y 3 represents V-shaped form, 
and 	y 4 represents U-shaped form). 

3. Simulation Steps and Flow Chart of Algorithm  

Turn-milling compound includes milling cutter rotation, workpiece rotation, milling cutter feeding 
and moving axially along the workpiece [18, 19]. 

 
Fig.2 Grid on workpieces surface 

Owing to the main object of orthogonal turn-milling is large revolving shaft and slender shaft parts, 
so the linear feed motion of the milling cutter is generally axial feed, and seldom using the 
circumferential feed [20].Therefore, this article mainly discusses three kinds of movement: the 
milling cutter rotation, the workpiece rotation, the milling cutter along the workpiece axial feed. In 
the process of turn-milling, the moving track of the tool relative to the workpiece is a continuous 
spiral. The 3D mesh model is adopted in the simulation system. The cylindrical workpiece is divided 
into the grid in axial and circumferential directions (as shown in Fig.2). In order to analyze the micro 
pattern of the machined surface, it is necessary to discretize the machining surface, the cutter edge 
and the machining time. By calculating the coordinates of the points in the workpiece coordinate at 
different times, whether the cutter has been cut into the workpiece by comparing these coordinates 
and the corresponding coordinates on the machined surface. According to the residual height of the 
machined surface, the micro-pattern of the milling surface can be obtained. 

The micro-pattern simulation steps in turn-milling are as follows: 
(1) The workpiece is divided into m and n respectively in axial feed direction (Z direction) and 

circumferential feed direction. The spaces are dz and dα (α is the central angle in the circumferential 
direction), the workpiece surface is divided into m n grids, the m n grid-points matrix H i, j i
1,2,⋯m, j 1,2,⋯n  represents the radial heights corresponding to the position points on 
workpiece surface. Before turn-milling, the initial values of the matrix elements are R  (workpiece 
radius). 
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Fig.3 Flow chart of surface topography simulation algorithm 

(2) The cutting edge and processing time of the tool are discretized. Firstly, according to the 
calculation model mentioned above, the coordinates of the points on the cutter edge in the workpiece 
coordinate system are obtained, then these coordinates are compared with the corresponding point 
coordinates on the machining surface, and then the residual heights of the workpiece surface are 
determined. 

(3) In the simulation process, each residual height is continuously replaced by the the radial length 
d  of point . Firstly, the radial length of point  on the cutter edge is calculated, the radial length of 
the point  is compared with the height value H i, j  of the corresponding grid point preserved in the 
previous turn-milling, Whend H i, j , which indicates that point  on the cutter edge has been cut 
into the workpiece, then the corresponding element in the matrix	H is modified by current d  of 
point .  

(4) The micro-pattern of the machined surface is drawn according to the matrix	H. The flow chart 
of surface micro-pattern simulation algorithm is shown in Fig.3. This software can describe the 
surface micro-pattern of turn-milling under different processing conditions. Meanwhile, through this 
simulation software, we can analyze the influence of cutting parameters on the surface micro-pattern 
and determine the reasonable cutting parameters. 

4. Machining Experiment of Orthogonal Turn-Milling By Ball-End Milling Cutter 

The turn-milling experimental equipment was KVC650M vertical machining center made in China, 
the maximum speed of the tool was 8000r/min. CNC system was FANUC Series oi Mate-MODEL 
D of Japan, The compound machining of orthogonal turn-milling can be realized on this machine tool. 
The workpiece material is YL12-CZ aluminum bar, the micro-pattern of the machined surface is 
observed by binocular optical microscope. 
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Fig.4 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup 

4.1. Experiment Scheme. 
The milling parameters of the ball-end milling cutter are given in Table 1. The microscopic pattern 

of the surface can be observed with 30 times microscope and taken pictures. The surface pattern of 
actual machining and simulation result are compared under the same turn-milling parameters, so as 
to verify the feasibility of the simulation system of surface micro-pattern, schematic diagram of the 
experimental setup is shown in Fig.4. 

Table 1 A set of cutting parameters. 
Tool 

radius 
(mm) 

Workpiece 
radius (mm) 

Axial feed 
(mm/min) 

Tool speed 
(r/min) 

Workpiece 
speed (r/min) 

Cutter tooth 
number 

Cutting 
depth(mm) 

Eccentricity 
(mm) 

helix angle 
(radian) 

1.5 3 3 1000 40 2 0.5 0.3 π/6 

4.2. Comparison and Analysis of Experimental and Simulation Results. 

           
(a)                                   (b) 

Fig.5 Surface micro-pattern of measured result (a) and simulated result (b) 
Fig.5 (a) shows the microscopic pattern of the actual machined surface taken from the microscope, 

and Fig.5 (b) shows the surface micro-pattern simulated under the same turn-milling parameters. 
Comparison between simulated results and measured ones is conducted in the aspect of shapes and 
positions layout of peaks and valleys on the micro-pattern, in Fig.5, mark1 is raised peaks, mark2 is 
sunken valleys, and mark3 is permutation boundaries. As can be seen from Fig.5, the simulation 
results are in good agreement with the actual observation. Because it is cylindrical surface, the 
microscope can only observe the local part clearly, therefore, the topography observed on the right 
side of Fig.5 (a) is slightly blurred. 

5. Influence Analysis of Different Axial Feed on Surface Micro Topography 

Table1 is the machining parameters of the outer cylindrical surface with axial feed f
3mm/min,and the other machining parameters of axial feedf 5mm/minand f 12mm/min are 
the same as table 1, Fig.6 shows the micro topography simulation of ball-end milling cutter under 
different axial feeds.  
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(a)                                                                             (b) 

Fig.6 Surface micro topography simulation of axial feed 	f 5	mm/min	(a) and 	f
12mm/min(b) 

By comparing Fig.5 (a) and Fig.5 (b), it can be seen that the row spacing of Fig.5 (b) is obviously 
larger than Fig.5 (a),and the scallop height of surface topography in Fig.5 (b) is the higher than that 
in Fig.5(a). That is to say, the surface roughness of Fig. 5 (b) is larger than that of Fig. 5 (a).Therefore, 
on the basis of guaranteed efficiency, the axial feed value should be as small as possible in actual 
processing, so that the surface roughness can be reduced. 

 
Fig.7 Change curve of arithmetic mean deviation with axial feed 

Fig.7 is the arithmetic mean deviation of the micro geometry topography machined by ball-end 
milling cutter, which varies with the axial feed. As can be seen from the figure, the arithmetic mean 
deviation shows an increasing trend with the increase of axial feed in a certain range. The arithmetic 
average deviation increases slowly between the axial feed 2mm/min	and13mm/min, but after the 
axial feed13mm/min,it increases sharply, Which shows that if the axial feed is large, the effect of 
the axial feed on the surface roughness is relatively large, and it has a certain guiding significance for 
the actual processing. 

6. Summary 

In this paper, the orthogonal test method of ball-end milling cutter and cylindrical workpiece has 
been adopted, the mathematical model of the surface micro-pattern of ball-end milling cutter is 
established, which takes the effect of ball-end milling cutter eccentricity into account. The simulation 
software of surface micro-pattern is developed, and then computer simulation is done. The surface 
micro-pattern is simulated under different cutting parameters, and compared with actual cutting 
experiment in the aspect of shapes and positions layout of peaks and valleys on the micro-pattern, 
which shows that the mathematical model established in this paper can predict the surface micro-
texture of orthogonal turn-milling with higher reliability. In this paper, the influence of different axial 
feed on the micro topography of the machined surface is studied, the influence of the axial feed rate 
on the surface topography and the 3D surface roughness is relatively large, when the axial feed is in 
a certain range, the arithmetic mean deviation changes slightly. 
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